
Beautiful Barn Wedding Table Settings

A BOHO wedding tablescape will always work anywhere!



a barn wedding tablescape with an uncovered table, a greenery and burgundy bloom
runner, burgundy linens and touches of gold



a beautiful barn wedding tablescape with a greenery and white rose runner, wood slice
chargers and antlers



a boho barn wedding tablescape with a macrame and eucalyptus runner, thin and tall
candles and hammered metal chargers



a bright barn wedding table with a burlap runner, bright yellow plaids, a wood slice,
printed napkins and jam favors



a bright barn wedding table with a white runner, a bright floral centerpiece, fuchsia
napkins, white porcelain



a chic barn wedding table with neutral linens, a white and blue flower centerpiece and
neutral stationery



a chic barn wedding table with white linens, wildflowers in jars, candles and tags and
cards



a chic barn wedding tablescape with white linens, white blooms and greenery and silver
cutlery and chargers



a chic barn wedidng table with a long dried foliage and blooms table runner, neutral
linens and porcelain



a colorful wedding tablescape with a lush floral centerpiece, copper chargers, cool
glasses and a teal tablecloth



a fall barn wedding tablescape with a mauve tablecloth, greenery, apples and pillar
candles



a fresh barn wedding tablescape with an uncovered table, a woven placemat, greenery
and a framed table number



a neutral barn wedding table setting with silver chargers, neutral linens, a peachy
terrarium centerpieces and votives



a neutral barn wedding table with neutral linens, metallic bottles with greenery and white
blooms and simple cutlery



a neutral barn wedding table with shiny chargers, a greenery centerpiece on a wood
slice, some candles and bread



a refined barn wedding tablescape with white linens, a pillar candle and greenery
centerpiece and simple glasses



a refined wedding table setting with neutral linens, coral blooms on a wooden slice, a
wine cork menu holder



a romantic barn wedding tablescape with a lace runner, a greenery and wildflower
centerpiece, white porcelain and touches of fir



a simple and elegant barn wedding table with neutral linens, a pampas grass
centerpiece and candles



a simple barn wedding table with a greenery and lights runner, bottles and striped
napkins



a simple barn-like tablescape with a white tablecloth, a lush eucalyptus runner, candles
and terrariums



a simple wedding tablescape with white linens, fruits on the table, candles and white
porcelain



a stylish and chic barn wedding tablescape with neutral linens, a lush blush flower and
greenery wedding centerpiece and a crystal candle holder



a stylish barn wedding table with a fabric and greenery runner, candles, a succulent and
white plates



a stylish barn wedding table with a greenery runner, some candles and simpel plates
and glasses



a stylish barn wedding table with white linens, a lush greenery centerpiece and a table
number



a stylish barn wedding table with white linens, greenery, billy balls, copper touches



If your wedding style isn’t only rustic, you can always add touches of other styles, too. If
you are going for a boho barn wedding, think of rocking a macrame table runner,
more greenery and wildflowers. Want an elegant feel? Stick to elegant cutlery and
glasses, shiny chargers and stylish stationery. Candle lanterns and votives or lights
incorporated into table runners will create a romantic feel at the table. Get inspired by
the ideas below and enjoy!

a stylish neutral wedding table with a gold candle lantern, a table number, white blooms
and greenery and white linens

https://www.weddingomania.com/27-stunning-barn-wedding-dresses/
https://www.weddingomania.com/diy-wedding-table-runners/


a super elegant barn wedding table with neutral linens, blue vases with white and blue
blooms



an elegant barn wedding table with a grey tablecloth, white blooms, candles and votives



an elegant barn wedding tablescape with an uncovered table, white linens, a greenery
and white bloom table runner



stylish barn wedding tablescapes with grey runners, a candle lantern and neutral
blooms and neutral linens



a neutral barn wedding table with simple linens, green hydrangeas, elegant cutlery and
glasses



a bright barn wedding table setting with a bright floral centerpiece in a bucket, apples
and cinnamon sticks with tags and a burlap table runner



a colorful vintage barn wedding tablescape with bright floral centerpieces, a candle
lantern, a burlap table runner and bright napkins



a vintage pastel barn wedding table with pastel florals, colored glasses, candles and
votives and a lace table runner



a cool barn wedding tablescape with a burlap tablecloth, white napkins, a box and a
book on top and a greenery centerpiece



a bright barn wedding table with a burlap runner, neutral napkins, gold cutlery and gold
rimmed glasses, neutral blooms and votives



a bright beautiful wedding tablescape with a purple table runner, bright blooms,
branches with crystals and lights around



a neutral barn wedding tablescape with neutral linens, a dried bloom centerpieces and
vintage porcelain and mugs



a neutral barn wedding tablescape with a burlap table runner, jars with white blooms
and greenery and logs with moss and succulents



a chic neutral barn wedding tablescape with white linens, a neutral bloom wedding
centerpiece in a vintage jug and simple cutlery



a barn fall wedding tablescape with a greenery table runner, fresh apples and pumpkins
and candle lanterns



a simple and neutral barn wedding tablescape with a table runner of potted greenery
and succulents, neutral linens and menus



a fall barn wedding tablescape with neutral linens, a lush fruit, veggie and floral
centerpiece and a burlap napkin ring



a stylish barn wedding tablescape with an uncovered table, a neutral table runner,
greenery wedding centerpieces, candles, blue glasses



a chic and fresh wedding barn tablescape with an uncovered table, a greenery and pink
bloom runner, bright stationery



a simple barn wedding tablescape with white linens, tin cans with succulents and bright
blooms, a chalkboard wine bottle with a table number



a colorful wedding barn table with coral blooms and napkins, tall and thin candles and
navy napkin rings and stools



a barn wedding tablescape with an uncovered table, a white table runner, white and
pink blooms and greenery for a refined touch



a bright barn wedding tablescape with a burlap table runner, colorful blooms and
greenery, colorful napkins for a summer wedding



a barn wedding table setting with a grey tablecloth, greenery, white and peachy blooms,
candles and an overhead greenery installation with candles



a romantic barn wedding table setting with an uncovered table, a burlap table runner,
peachy and white blooms, white linens



a vintage barn wedding tablescape with brown napkins, white and yellow blooms and
greenery and all-neutral everything



a simple barn wedding table setting with an uncovered table, greenery and a greenery
and white bloom centerpiece and white linens



a bright rustic wedding tablescape with a burlap table runner, bright blooms and
greenery, vintage books and colorful napkins



a barn wedding tablescape with an uncovered table, a burlap table runner, vintage
books, a neutral centerpiece and floral plates



a barn wedding table setting with an uncovered table, a greenery table runner, bright
blooms and neutral linens



a colorful barn wedding tablescape with an uncovered table, colorful blooms, bright
napkins, plates and glasses



a barn wedding tablescape with a burlap table runner, a colorful floral centerpiece,
colorful printed napkins



a white burlap table runner, bright coral blooms and greenery and brown chargers and
simple stationery


